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	Faction_Benefit: Friends of the Family
	Deep_Need: Respect. It's hard to get ahead in the family when the elder members are literally ageless
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	Gaes_Faction_Type 1: [Craving]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 1: Daoine Coire
	Gaes_Faction_Type 2: [Transformation]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 2: Cold Iron
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	Gaes_Personal_Description: Lannisters
	Name: Ash Rattlestilt
	Title: 2 of Hearts, Citizen
	Conspiracy: Tuatha De
	Faction: Alfar
	Family: Rattlestilt
	Tulpa: The Fae Fixer
	Arts: Lucky StarYou may reroll a single die after seeing the final result of a dramatic challenge during either your roll or an opponent’s opposed check against you. You must take this new result, even if it’s a worse outcome for you, unless you have additional uses of Lucky Star available and use them. You may use Lucky Star a number of times equal to your highest rank in a Prosperity art, per session.Efficiency      You can complete a task in a fraction of the time normally required. By making a depletion check, you can do what would normally require a lengthy scene to accomplish in a matter of seconds. Cleaning a room, reading a complex document, or repairing a car are all examples of tasks that you could do in moments.If the task the Álfar is doing Efficiently doesn’t directly benefit them, is being done for someone else, and no human witnesses that use of the art, Efficiency does not require making a depletion check. Ritual MagicYou may now cast magical rituals, brew potions, or make charms that have minor magical effects. All rituals require time to perform or prepare and cannot normally be done during a dramatic action. Effects that could be easily reproduced by modern technology, such as scrying through a focus, locating an object you have a connection to, creating a light source, or brewing a potion that numbs pain only take a few minutes to prepare if you have access to basic magical components. Minor magical effects that have no dramatic impact, such as lighting a candle with a wave of the hand, can be done with a few seconds of chanting.More potent rituals always require the director’s approval, require a depletion check, and also require expending something rare or expensive, taking a long time to prepare, relying on special circumstances such as a time and a place, drawing unwanted attention, or other dramatic caveat as agreed upon by you and the director. All rituals are transitory in nature, either single use or lasting the length of a single scene at the longest.The Rattlestilt are powerful sorcerers. They normally do not need to make a depletion check when performing powerful ritual magic but must still fulfill all the other requirements.
	Faction Benefits: Friends of the Family. The Álfar’s network of favors and resources is vast. Whenever making an identity check to call a favor or to see if they have enough resources to obtain something they need, Àlfar have advantage on the dramatic action. An Álfar may call on the family’s influence over the mortal world up to their social rank per season without being expected to reimburse. This could be things like having a traffic ticket forgiven, getting a liquor license, or getting a meeting with the mayor.
	Geasa: Prohibition: Daoine Coire. Against telling an objectively false statement. The Álfar can lie by omission, such as saying “I haven’t seen them” when they have actually spoken on the phone. But they would be unable to say the same words if they had laid eyes on them within the past day. Bane: Cold Iron. To pure iron that has not been mixed, coated, or alloyed with any other substance.Metamorphosis: Little Folk. The older and more powerful a Rattlestilt is, the smaller they shrink. They suffer handicap to their Brawn approaches where their diminutive size would be a factor.Obligation: Deal is a Deal. To honor a deal made regardless of the consequences. Obligation: Lannisters. To pay your debts, both personal and professional.


